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COMMENT

O
David Hopkins,
managing director,
Timber Trade
Federation

ver our 125-year history, the Timber Trade Federation has developed its role as the guardian of
timber product standards. There have been many difficult journeys made within that time, but
the end destination has never been in doubt: to provide our industry’s customers with Timber
you can Trust.
In the wired world of the 21st century, regularly communicating timber’s benefits, innovations,
sustainability and carbon credentials is part of our daily stock-in-trade. Our members’ product portfolio
reflects the times, and the changing nature of wood use in society. A century and more ago there would
have been a vast array of wooden handles for everything from medical to agricultural implements, and
solid wood was the only option for mouldings. Today’s rise is timber frame construction, engineered timber
products such as glulam, and the extension of the mouldings market into MDF for the RMI sector, gives our
merchant customers more choice, and more business opportunities.
Timber Trade Federation members today have a Code of Conduct which covers both products and
actions. The TTF’s Responsible Purchasing Policy (RPP) due diligence system, to which all members must
adhere, is recognised by authorities as playing a significant part in promoting legally-harvested and
sustainably-grown timbers entering the UK construction and joinery supply chains. The most recent revision
to our Code of Conduct and RPP was earlier this year, brought about by our research into global plywood
supply chains. It will further reduce risk and promote business for our members and their merchant
customers.
The Federation never rests on its laurels. Our next supply chain campaigns, helping our customers to
continue selling trusted timber, will concentrate on communicating the right timber treatments for the right
uses; straightening the pitch on roofing battens across the merchant customer base; and ensuring the right
standards and performance for timber flooring. Expect further information on all of these topics throughout
our 125th year.
Providing sound knowledge and good customer service is how every builders’ merchant defines the
character of their business. The same is true for the timber trading members of the TTF. We would
encourage all builders’ merchants to wholeheartedly engage with their TTF member timber product
suppliers, and to benefit from the wealth of expertise and knowledge they offer.
We also welcome our closer partnership with the Builders Merchants Federation through their twiceyearly Timber Forum. We equally encourage BMF merchants to avail themselves of the information that
these meetings provide.
This supplement gives you a flavour of our members’ depth of timber-relevant, business-relevant
knowledge. The Timber Trade Federation and its members are here to provide merchants with information,
education, and, 125 years on from our foundation, continuing to provide Timber you can Trust.
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FEDERATION NEWS

TTF warns merchants on
sub-standard plywood
The Timber Trade Federation (TTF) is advising
timber & builders’ merchants to be aware of
sub-standard and potentially illegal imports of
plywood entering their stock. The advice comes
after the introduction of an updated monitoring
and testing regime for TTF members, ensuring
they are selling only products that conform
to the claims made for them. The updates to
the TTF’s Code of Conduct and Responsible
Purchasing Policy were introduced after several
investigations into the plywood market revealed
potential risks to merchants and traders.
The main risks for merchants, and thus for
their customers’ safety, stem from product
quality and performance, and environmental
provenance. Studies concluded that glue
bond claims and species declarations did not
necessarily match reality, as David Hopkins,
TTF managing director, explains: “All TTF
members must now comply with a strict testing
and auditing process to ensure products they
import are correctly labelled with species and
product performance. This includes mandatory
species testing, stricter pack marking guidelines
to include DOP numbers, for example, and
mandatory glue bond testing.”
David Hopkins continues: “It remains the
TTF’s view that the correct glue bond for
structural products should be Class 2 and
above.

Merchants choosing to stock plywoods with
a Class 1 glue bond should exercise extreme
caution in staff training, stock handling and
stock segregation to avoid products being used
in the wrong situation, and potentially failing
in application.” The TTF has issued a table of
plywood technical classes to help merchants to
develop their knowledge, minimise their risks,
and guide their customers to fit-for-purpose
products.
The Builders Merchants Federation has
welcomed the TTF’s guidance on this
important issue. John Newcomb, CEO of
the BMF said: “The latest updates to the TTF
Code will help merchants to correctly advise
their trade customers and guide their use of
different products for particular situations.
Holding quality stock and offering the
right advice from experienced staff are vital
elements of the BMF Member Charter. Both
are central to the high levels of service the
Charter embodies, and that our merchants’
customers expect.”
The TTF is organising a UK Wood Panels
Conference due to take place in London on
7th November. Britain is the world’s fourth
largest import market for wood-based panel
products. The conference will be looking at
product innovation, markets, adding value and
assuring quality throughout the supply chain.

“It remains the TTF’s view that the correct glue bond for structural products should be
Class 2 and above. Merchants choosing to stock plywoods with a Class 1 glue bond should
exercise extreme caution in staff training, stock handling and stock segregation to avoid
products being used in the wrong situation, and potentially failing in application.” - David
Hopkins, Timber Trade Federation.

Hearts of Oak
gather in London
With supplies of European Oak becoming
ever tighter, the Timber Trade Federation
staged an international conference on
European Oak: Production, Consumption
and Market Dynamics, in central London
on 18th April, in conjunction with the
European Organisation of the Sawmill
Industry.
An overview of the global market
for European Oak was given by Silvia
Melegari, Secretary General of the European
Organisation of Sawmills. Presentations
from four key supplier countries followed:
Poland, Ukraine, Croatia and France,
followed by views from UK importers and a
panel Q&A chaired by the TTF’s managing
Director David Hopkins. Highlights from can
be found at www.ttf.co.uk.
“Oak has become the first choice for
many wood-using sectors, from furniture
and flooring to garden and landscaping
products. However material shortage and
international trade dynamics are likely to
drive prices higher in the near future,” says
TTF’s David Hopkins.
To help those looking for alternatives to
European Oak, Robert Morgan, director
of TTF member Morgan Timber, suggests
‘going west’: “North American White Oak
is similar in appearance to our European
material. American Red Oak is available in
wider and longer boards but is less durable
than its white cousin,” he relates. “American
Red Oak was used in the Bloomberg
headquarters to stunning effect. It machines
well and is good for joinery: with its wider
and longer boards it’s useful for staircase
strings. Many years ago Japanese Oak was
popular, for internal and joinery products
such as flooring, but it isn’t durable for
external use. In the hierarchy of durability,
European Oak is superior to American.”
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TTF National Softwood Conference
attracted 120 attendees

Imported softwood
in housing supply:
greater recognition
needed
At the National Softwood
Conference staged by the Timber
Trade Federation in March, the
global pressures on supply and
pricing were made abundantly
clear by every speaker. Imported
softwood’s central role in the
housing supply chain, alongside
current and future effects of
the Brexit process, were also
underlined.
Nick Moore of Timbertrends,
one of the key speakers, related
that 85% of imported softwood
is used in construction, and that
proportion rises to over 90% when
looking at new-build. A significant
and rapidly-growing proportion of
new public housing is also being
built in softwood timber frame.
Commenting after his speech,
Timbertrends’ Nick Moore added:
“Government needs to have a
greater appreciation of the critical
role that imported softwood plays
in elements of the housing supply
chain, and therefore in achieving
their housing targets.” The Timber
Trade Federation continues to
raise members’ concerns with
Government, especially on leaving
the Customs Union and effects
on import processes and costs,
through its own lobbying activities,
through the Confederation of
Timber Industries and through the
All Party Parliamentary Group on
Timber.
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Wood veneers go 3D
Emphasising the continuing innovation in wood
products, Danzer has launched 3D-Veneer,
enabling imaginative shapes to be created,
exploring new ways of using and thinking
about wood in design. “Danzer 3D-Veneer
opens up completely new possibilities,” says James
Angel, Commercial Director at Danzer UK. “Previously
the bending of wood was restricted by narrow
parameters. We have now implemented 3D-Veneer
projects in a range of industries, from furniture to the
automotive sector. We are there to help designers

Danzer 3D veneer bowl shape

every step of the way, using our expertise to produce
innovative prototypes and serial products,” James
Angel says.

Carcassing: Going to great lengths

Jordeson Derome finger jointed Swedish carcassing.

The trend towards more open-plan housing is
fuelling demand for longer lengths in carcassing.
Certain TTF members already specialise in this area,
such as Wardell Long Lengths, who serve length
demands going up to 7.8m in dimensions of up to
300x300mm.
Donaldsons Timber are also witnessing this trend:
“We are seeing a demand for longer lengths of
carcassing, such as 6.6m and 7.2m, which can be
produced by mills in Germany and Latvia,” says Mark
Bowers, Donaldson’s Commercial Director.
Others have found a different way to approach
the market: Scandinavian finger-jointed, long-length
carcassing. Finger-jointing has been accepted by the
joinery industry as creating a superior product, but
how does it work in carcassing? Ben Scarborough,

Director at Jordesons Timber, explains: “The benefit
of finger-jointed timber in joinery Redwood is to
remove natural defects, so the resulting timber is
straighter, easier to manipulate in joinery production,
and more aesthetically appealing. For strengthgraded finger-jointed Whitewood carcassing,
however, the point is whether it passes the strength
grade criteria: C24 in this instance.” Scarborough
continues: “The point is that the actual finger joint
doesn’t weaken the timber in any way. The joint is
as strong as the timber itself and doesn’t impede its
structural capacity. The finger-jointing process has
the beneficial side-effect of producing straighter
timber. The natural twist in a long section of timber is
counteracted by having multiple shorter pieces finger
jointed together. Engineered finger-jointed C24 can
be considered a superior quality to a comparable
solid timber section.” As lengths up to 5.4m are
readily available from Swedish sawmills, there is no
need to replace them with a finger-jointed product,
Scarborough relates: “With longer lengths it’s
different. Our supplier, Derome Timber in Sweden,
have invested in a state-of-the-art finger-joint
production facility, capable of producing 30,000m3
of C24 carcassing in lengths up to 13.6m. Jordesons
are Derome’s major UK stockists.”

Insulation education
A survey of builders by distributors
EcoMerchant and TTF member
Steico found that 54% of
respondents understand the
purpose of insulation only in terms
of keeping in the heat. The two
organisations have launched an
education campaign to highlight
the eight different roles of natural
insulation, including acoustic and

breathability benefits.
90% of building and construction
problems are associated with water
in some way. A breathable structure
is key to preventing the potential
health risks from mould and other
factors affecting those with respiratory
illnesses. Natural wood fibre insulation
is said to bind and release moisture,
STEICOTherm internal application
helping to regulate humidity levels.

INNOVATION

Melamine faced panel from Meyer Timber.

Acrylic
Couture panel
from Arnold
Laver

CELEBRITY PANELS
Merchants often regard panel products as commodity
items, yet there are more creative products on the
market which will bring new life to your panel
products business.

T

he ‘Grand Designs effect’ is
responsible for the gradual blurring
of the divisions between traditional
commodity sheet materials and
what’s seen as a ‘decorative’ panel. David
Siggins, Commercial Director at Meyer Timber,
says: “I worked for a merchant for many
years. What we used to call ‘biscuit board’,
which today of course is OSB, is now being
used as a decorative surface in domestic and
commercial settings. That gives merchants
extra opportunities to promote the product.”
The increasing conversion of residential
properties into multiple flats along with new
build projects has also had its effect, as David
Siggins relates: “The rise in expectations of
James Latham’s
Medite® Tricoya®
Extreme front door

modern fashionable kitchens has created a
boom in Melamine-faced boards. Demand just
continues to grow and we now stock around
140 different decors. Another good seller for
merchants is 8x4 MDF sheets machined to
look like T&G panels.”
The expansion of the kitchens market has
also caught the eye of merchants, with many
developing kitchen & bathroom showrooms
in branches. Their confidence is well-founded,
thinks Arnold Laver’s Panel Products Category
Manager and Birmingham Depot director,
Terry Palmer: “With the kitchens market’s
growth potential estimated at approximately
£100 million a year for the next few years,
Arnold Laver are offering a range from a
Turkish supplier, AGT, specialising in ultra
high-gloss surface finishes for the kitchen
sector,” he relates. “Prior to this point,
mouldings and surfaces had to be ordered
from different suppliers, with potential for
colour matching problems. The AGT offering
is unusual in that both the surface and profile
mouldings can be created together.”
Steve Frommont, director at James Latham,
has also witnessed the increasing interest in
value-added and decorative panels: “Many
new options are available including veneered

and melamine-faced panels, but additionally
laminated products, such as shower
panels, which can reduce the work load
for contractors on site. European-produced
plywood is also becoming popular, with fire
retardant options available, as well as plywood
with decorative faces or increased durability.”
Finding innovative decorative surfaces for a
myriad of uses has become routine at Arnold
Laver. “We look for products which have a
good story in addition to offering the benefits
we feel aren’t yet being catered for in the
marketplace,” continues the company’s Terry
Palmer. “The market for decorative panels
is design-led. Products like Acrylic Couture
crystal-clear panels feature unusual inclusions,
from gold leaf to metal mesh or feathers.
These can be back-lit and allow interior
designers to create unique environments.
This is a bespoke product, and is aimed at the
high end of the interiors market. It can also
be used for up-market, highly individual retail
environments. It generated big interest at the
recent Surface Design Show.
“Another fascinating panel product is
the Dekodur range from Germany,” Terry
Palmer outlines. “The supplier can create
high-pressure laminated surfaces giving the
appearance of a wide range of materials, for
example leather. One of the most interesting
is a Dekodur surface based on traditional
Ugandan bark cloth – literally cloth made
from beaten tree bark – in a laminated surface
product. They also have surfaces featuring
metals from copper and steel to gold leaf, for
creating bespoke interiors.”
On the more practical side, Latham’s Steve
Frommont highlights a development he feels
has multiple potential applications: “An
exciting recent developments is Medite Tricoya
Extreme High Performance Panel, a form of
MDF that can be used externally. It comes in
a range of sizes and thicknesses.” Frommont
adds that training is key, as is the need to
expose products through marketing and
displays: “Customers need to be made aware
of the options, and staff need to be confident
in talking about new areas,” he summarises.
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REAPING FULL
VALUE FROM
STRUCTURAL TIMBERS

“S

tructural timbers are normally
whitewood, mostly spruce,
with strength class grading to
either C16 or C24. Material
classed as TR26 is often used for roof trusses,”
says Mark Bowers, Commercial Director at
Donaldsons Timber. “From the merchant’s
perspective, understanding span tables is key
to advising customers on the right product
for the job. Span tables will show you which
section size, and which strength class grades,
are applicable for a given span in a building
project. Donaldsons continues to be involved

They may be ‘commodity products’ but structural
timbers are one of the merchant’s bread-and-butter
lines. It pays to understand the products, their origins
and uses, and essential business factors like storage, to
make the most from selling every stick.
in the timber frame sector, so we have a lot of
expertise to offer merchants looking to get into
this expanding market.”
As well as understanding product suitability,

BEAM UP
NEW BUSINESS
Glulam for the merchant sector

Taylor Maxwell Timber Gulam Beams
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Donaldsons Timber

the down-to-earth matter of how it’s stored
and presented in the yard is equally important
to making repeat sales. “Most timber and
builders merchants store their graded carcassing

D

o glulam beams offer merchants an
opportunity to branch out? Uptake
amongst architects is increasing, as
witness the rising availability of stock
glulam beams from TTF member producers.
“There are already a few UK builders’
merchants holding their own stocks of glulam
beams, so there’s evidently a market,” says
Andrew Nichols, Managing Director at Holmen
Martinsons Timber. “We stock Glulam beams
as demand is rising,” agrees Tony Shelton,
Director at Taylor Maxwell Timber. “It’s up to
the architects to decide which to use in relation
to the load-bearing capacity needed for the
structure but essentially the higher the grade
number, the higher the quality.”
Neil Lewis, Sales Manager for Engineered
Wood Products at Södra Wood, concurs:
“We’ve seen our glulam business grow fourfold in five years as timber is becoming so
popular with builders and architects. Glulam
is being used in a variety of ways: for primary
members in a structure, or as trimming joists
around flooring, as purlins in roofing, or rim
boards, or to replace steel lintels.

STRUCTURAL TIMBER

timber outside, and that’s fine provided the
material is delivered wrapped and remains
covered,” says Martin Batts, Timber Sales
Director at home-grown timber producers,
Balcas. “However, once the packs are opened
it’s even more important, given our weather,
that the material is regularly checked for correct
stacking to avoid degrade and that whenever
possible the pack wrappers are re-used to
keep off the weather. Better still is the option
to store dry graded carcassing under cover as
this will ensure you reap the full value from the
pack.”
In the past, product quality has often been
defined by timber’s origins. Today, with the
global market for timber becoming ever-more
competitive, responsible fibre-sourcing for
both carcassing and CLS has similarly gone
international, as Greg Pickett, Sales Director,
UK & Ireland, at Stora Enso, outlines: “In many
people’s minds, CLS products are associated
with either home-grown or Scandinavian/Baltic
fibre. At Stora Enso we look further afield and
have had our own manufacturing plant in the
Czech Republic for many years. Czech wood
fibre is very highly regarded in Europe, and
in its grading and structural capabilities is on
a par with Sweden. It makes business sense
to expand our sustainable sourcing, as Britain
now has to compete globally for wood fibre
resources, and competition is strong from other
world markets.”

Lee Johnson, Director at bulk importers Evans
Bellhouse, deals daily with the globalised market
but sees the end user as the ultimate arbiter of
quality: “Customer preference has a lot to do
with the carcassing offerings available to the
British market,” he comments. “Most customers
here are driven by the need for a C24 grade
stamp, rather than by choosing a specific origin
of supply. Whether it’s Scandinavian, Baltic or
Russian, the colder winters and slower growing
conditions produce good material. Some say
Russian carcassing is slightly straighter, but
against that it is also a more expensive product,
and that often is the defining factor.”
With the uncertainties of Brexit still hovering,
British-produced structural timbers offer a
further business option to merchants, according
to Keith Ainslie, UK Sales Manager at James
Jones & Sons: “With the price of imports now
being affected by the currency situation, British
material is in much greater demand. It’s also a
much better quality and presentation than 20
years ago.”
He continues: “At James Jones we use X-ray
grading on the whole piece of timber to ensure
it meets strength requirements, but we also
carry out visual grading for appearance. We
visually reject 2-3 times more timber than the
X-ray grader to ensure the highest possible
quality because we know builders buy structural
timber that meets their visual standards for ‘a
good piece of wood’.”

The sourcing of structural timbers could also
be a reputational choice, adds Donaldson’s
Mark Bowers: “If carcassing is sold to you as
‘treated’, check the Use Class on the treatment,
as it can vary from supplier to supplier. If
the timber is Use Class 2, it’s intended for
applications where it rarely, if ever, receives a
wetting. Timber for ground contact should be
treated to Use Class 4. Check where the builder
intends to use the material: you don’t want it
to fail and cause problems. At Donaldsons we
have our own treatment facilities so we treat
timber to whatever level customers require.”
To gain full value from structural timber sales,
work in partnership with TTF member suppliers,
who are committed to providing Timber you
can Trust.

“Glulam beams have the advantage of
visual aesthetics: people want to see the wood
when it’s installed,” Södra Wood’s Neil Lewis
continues. “It’s also a ‘familiar’ material for the
builder: everyone knows what to do with wood.
This removes barriers to its use in residential
projects. Our glulam beams are mainly Pine or
Spruce – the latter is good for internal visual
applications with its more even colouring. Pine
tends to be used in situations where it’s not
seen. We also offer Larch glulam for external
applications.”
Are glulam beams difficult to handle, store, or
order? “It’s easier for the supplier to carry stock
than the merchant, as each installation will be
different, and regularity of sales will be
hard to
predict,”
confirms
Södra
Wood’s
Neil Lewis.
“We carry
around 60
different

sizes of glulam beams which we sell through
our customer base across the specification and
merchant sectors. We service the merchant
sector as part of full load deliveries of other
products and can fulfil orders falling within our
standard range in around two days. We can turn
around non-standard sizes in around two weeks.
We hold stocks n the UK and the Irish Republic.”
Made from parallel solid timber sections glued
together under high pressure, glulam beams
combine strength, stiffness and dimensional
stability. A spokesman for producers Moelven
UK, said: “Glulam is in widespread use across
Scandinavia, and at more of a residential scale.
Take-up in the UK has been slower, but that’s
perhaps because its possibilities have not yet
been widely communicated to general builders,
self-builders and renovators. It’s perceived as
‘something for specifiers’. However working
in partnership with suppliers, merchants can
expand their markets and their customer service
by looking again at glulam’s potential.”
Bill Urmston, managing director of Setra Sales
UK, agrees that education could be improved:
“We find there are mixed levels of knowledge

about the products: some are familiar with their
potential but many potential buyers have yet
to recognise their benefits, particularly on the
sustainability side. But markets are moving in
glulam’s direction: our plant in Sweden produces
up to 45,000m3 of glulam products in a year.
“There’s huge potential for glulam in the UK
which hasn’t yet been tapped,” Bill Urmston
continues. “We maintain a landed stock at King’s
Lynn of high-specification whitewood glulam,
which, using the Nordic grading system, rates
from G28-G30. Setra’s glulam is used in both
residential projects and major construction, selling
either via merchants or direct to specifiers.”
“Don’t let a lack of knowledge be a barrier
to sales opportunities - suppliers are here to
help. We’re open to working with merchants
to increase sales,” adds Holmen Martinsons’
Andrew Nichols, while Taylor Maxwell’s Tony
Shelton concludes by affirming: “Everyone in
a progressive business needs to be looking at
engineered wood construction products. For
stockists, the question is how to adapt to the
changes in product supply. The answer will be led
by your customer base.”

Stora Enso’s Czech Plana Mill
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PASSIV
OPPORTUNITIES
The Passivhaus movement aims to create buildings with a
high level of energy efficiency, created through both the
fabric of the building and the fitments which are part of
it. We examine timber’s place in Passivhaus buildings.

G

radually being taken up for
residential refurbishment and newbuild, a Passivhaus-certified design
was the winner of the Private
House category at the 2017 Wood Awards. It
demonstrated how timber and wood products
have a vital role to play in this growing arena,
and can thus offer opportunities for merchants
and builders willing to learn more.
Wood for Good Campaign Director
Christiane Lellig explains the role wood
products can play when designing a Passivhaus

CLT from Stora Enso

building. “Achieving Passivhaus certification
means concentrating on two main areas, airtightness and insulation. Timber can play a
constructive role in both with minimal effort,
and add to a healthy internal environment.
Wood fibre insulation achieves high values
in breathability and insulation properties
and is available through sustainably-minded
merchants in the building materials supply
chain. Structural timber is recognised as making
a beneficial contribution to the building. SIPS
and closed panel timber frame systems are
known for their thermal efficiency, while CLT
(cross-laminated timber) panels achieve high
levels of air-tightness.”
Estimates of heat loss through doors and
windows range from 25-40%. With energy
efficiency and air-tightness being central tenets
of the Passivhaus system, it is important for
every product to pull its weight as part of the
energy-saving total. While the public are used
to the concept of energy-saving windows,
energy-saving doors can also make a valuable
contribution, says Steven Dennard, Group Door
Manager at James Latham: “With the backdrop
of rising interest in Passivhaus standards
amongst home-builders, we have introduced
the Moralt FERRO range of Passivhaus-certified
door blanks and kits, comprising the door leaf,
frame and ironmongery.

Energy-conscious

Moralt FERRO
range of
Passivhauscertified door
blanks from James

Latham
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“Within the range there are further eco-options.
Some insulating doors have a polyurethane
core, but within the Moralt FERRO range there
are options for 100% timber doors, which also
comply with fire and acoustic performance
ratings. One option has a Balsawood core,
another has a wood fibre core,” Steven Dennard
adds.
James Latham also offer Medite Smartply’s
ProPassiv insulating panel for energy-conscious
build projects. Lathams is seeing greater take-up
of such products as interest grows in Passivhaus

Smartply ProPassiv

builds. : “While it could still be considered
‘niche’, there is a strong and growing market
for such products amongst domestic new-builds
and refurbishment projects,” Steven Dennard
explains. “Homeowners already understand
the financial benefits of energy-saving, so
it’s important for both builders and builders’
merchants to be equipped to answer their
queries. Knowledge of Passivhaus-related
products will help to demonstrate the quality of
your advice and thus enhance the reputation of
your business.”
CLT – cross-laminated timber – panels,
used by Passivhaus designers, are made from
kiln-dried and finger-jointed mainly softwood
timber, laid in sheets at right angles to each
other, bonded under pressure. Used mainly
for offsite construction, panels can be precut as needed. Due to the precise BIM-led
specification and individual manufacture
of each panel, CLT does not fit easily with
current merchant business models, says Gareth
Mason, Business Development Manager at
manufacturer Stora Enso: “We manufacture
from 3D BIM-compliant specifications. The
process is very much focused on design and
engineering, to create the most efficient
structures. There are many variables to take into
account in terms of risk, from panel thickness
and size through to logistics and delivery
mechanisms, but we’re open to discussion
on the supply of stock panels.” Although CLT
requires great co-ordination between specifyer
and manufacturer, there are less daunting
opportunities for the merchant supply chain
to engage with the Passivhaus agenda, as
James Latham’s Steven Dennard outlines:
“Local authorities are starting to understand
the benefits of Passivhaus-standard building
and refurbishment, so the time is right for
suppliers to provide them with information
and advice.” Wood fibre insulation, available
from TTF members including manufacturers
Steico, is one of the areas for potential growth,
as local authorities look further into energysaving refurbishment of their existing housing
stock. Wood for Good’s Christiane Lellig sums
up the positive possibilities ahead for timber &
wood products, concluding: “Using timber in
Passivhaus design helps construct a building
that saves energy, stores carbon and provides a
healthy environment for its users.”

BUILDING FABRIC

Howarth’s AFP5534 batten

RAINBOW
ALLIANCE ON
ROOFING BATTENS

SR Timber Premium Gold battens

Red, blue, gold: roofing battens are a colourful lot. Whatever colour they come in,
producers and merchants are allied in the view that colour is irrelevant to product
performance as defined by BS5534.

Q

uestioning your customer about
their proposed use of ‘battening’,
and whether they are working
on a site which comes under one
of the building or roofing trade
associations, is the best place to start, says
Gary Froggatt, Divisional Manager and Forest
Products Buyer for merchants Howarth Timber
& Building Supplies: “We take time to have the
conversation with the customer to determine
which product they require, along with the
specifics for each job. As a generalisation, for
roofers working on NHBC, NFRC and FMB
member building sites, a fully-graded roof batten
is required – one that’s stamped as meeting BS
5534, like our AFP5534. The reason our product
is dyed blue is to distinguish it as meeting the
necessary standard: it’s a colour commonly
used by Nordic and Baltic suppliers. But it’s the
BS5534 grading stamp, not the colour, that’s
important.”
The breadth of northern European countries
able to supply the roofing batten market has
expanded over the years, says Lee Johnson,
Director at bulk importers Evans Bellhouse:
“Latvian mills have vastly improved their quality
in the past 15 years through major investment
and are now producing roofing batten material
that’s as good as Swedish. They’re also
reliable: shipments arrive on time and there’s

good availability. Most have adopted the
BS5534 standard for battens, which is now a
requirement on all NHBC new-builds.”
On the yellow side of the colour spectrum,
SR Timber are known for their Premium Gold
fully-graded roofing battens, and for their depth
of specialist knowledge in this area, as Trading
Director Shaun Revill explains: “Our Guide to
Graded Roofing Battens is available free from
our website. Every batten conforming to BS5534
has to be marked with the standard number,
the size, the supplier’s code – in our case ‘TX’ and the species code: PNSY for Pine and WPCA
for Spruce. Our battens are made from either
species so you’ll see a dual species code.

Quality over Colour
“Beyond roofing batten colours, there are
persistent anecdotes about which section
of a log makes the best roofing batten, and
whether material should be kiln-dried,” Shaun
Revill continues. “Independent wood science
expertise has firmly stated that both of these
are myths. If the grading system has been
followed properly, including fundamental
points such as sizes and positions of knots and
slope of grain, the original log section and
processing path are immaterial to quality. SR
Timber’s Premium Gold battens are treated with
Vacsol and are independently quality-tested by

BM TRADA, carrying their Q-mark certification.”
Merchants may need to look at their
product descriptions to avoid any customer
misconceptions when it comes to suitability,
advises the Timber Trade Federation. “From
the builders’ merchant’s perspective, risk
management is a key issue where roofing
battens are concerned,” says Nick Boulton,
TTF’s Head of Technical & Trade Policy. “The
TTF’s advice to members is that products must
not be described for sale as roofing battens,
tiling battens or slatings unless they are marked
as adhering to BS5534. Anything other than a
BS5534 batten is simply a piece of sawn and
treated timber.
“Only battens which have been graded
by the manufacturer according to the full
requirements of Annex D of the Standard –
which covers knot size, frequency, distortion,
slope of grain etc – can be marked as BS5534,
signifying compliance with the standard. All TTF
members supplying BS5534 marked roofing
battens participate in third party QA schemes
to ensure the consistent quality of their battens
and to give confidence to their customers.
Throughout the professional roofing supply
chain, right through to local authority building
control, only fully-graded and marked BS5534
battens are acceptable,” TTF’s Nick Boulton
affirms.
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Atkinson Kirby’s Renaissance flooring

Brooks Brothers’ Balmoral flooring

GETTING THE
LOW-DOWN ON
FLOORING

Merchants are often cautious when it comes to selling
wood flooring, regarding it as a technical product and
one that requires more space than can be spared. Yet
there are ways and means to test the sales potential,
as Timber Trade Federation members reveal.

“M

erchants can test the
market for engineered
flooring by first taking
on a simple range, and
making links with local flooring installers,
for customer service,” says Josh Burbidge,
business development director at Atkinson &
Kirby “Ask your supplier for training as you’ll
need a product champion who’s conversant
with the product, its installation and options,
to sell it profitably. You need a credible display
of at least 0.5mx0.5m board samples to show
each product and its characteristics to its full
potential,” Josh Burbidge continues. “Atkison &
Kirby are launching a refreshed merchandising
unit for merchants which should help in catching
the customer’s eye. Beyond simple products, the
more varied and interesting the range, the better
the cash return for merchants.”
Alan Double, Timber Flooring specialist at
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Brooks Brothers in Maldon, Essex, adds: “It’s
better to have a focussed display that attracts
attention, using the space you’ve got to its full
potential. Architects specify products, and the
contractor works towards that specification,
so making both parties aware of your product
portfolio is important.”
The different types of wood flooring products
offer merchants different business options, from
solid wood through to multiply and engineered
products. Oak seems to be the most popular
species in terms of appearance in all flooring
types, but in terms of solid wood flooring there
are alternatives, says Dave West, managing
director of W L West & Sons: “While Oak has
a special place in British hearts, there are other
British-grown species out there which can be
equally aesthetically pleasing as flooring. Ash
and Sycamore are two examples: we machine
flooring in both to order.

Taylor Maxwell Timber’s Wessex Catherdral

“We should be using more of our local
temperate hardwoods and that’s possibly a
matter of educating the buyer or specifyer,”
relates Dave West. “Chestnut and Beech are
two more under-used species. Beech needs a
little more attention in its drying and machining,
but that’s where the specialist knowledge
of TTF members like WL West & Sons with
our sawmilling expertise comes into play. We
always try to find a solution to the customer’s
needs rather than just offering a set range of
products.”
“There is still a market for solid wood flooring
but it is now a slim one. Multiply engineered
floors are the dominant product type,” says
Tony Shelton, Director at Taylor Maxwell Timber.
“Multiply products have a plywood core,
whereas engineered products generally have
three layers laid perpendicular to each other. As
materials shortages begin to have an impact,
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producers are looking at products with an HDF
(high-density fibreboard) core, as this will reduce
the amount of, for example, oak, needed for the
wear layer.”
Understanding both the sales cycle and
product uses can help merchants make the most
of their flooring offering. “Engineered wood
flooring sales peak in the run-up to Easter and
also to Christmas, as householders prepare for
family gatherings,” affirms Atkinson & Kirby’s
Josh Burbidge. “Engineered products are easier
to lay and work well with underfloor heating
systems. Solid flooring is trickier to lay and
requires more skill, which comes at a premium
these days.”
Brooks Brothers’ Alan Double also knows
the importance of giving customers the right
advice on usage: “The recommended humidity
for an engineered wood floor to perform at its

“

We should be using
more of our local
temperate hardwoods and
that’s possibly a matter of
educating the buyer
or specifyer.”
Dave West

best is 50-65%. We recommend acclimatising
the flooring within the property for a minimum
of three days. The use of wooden floors in
bathrooms and kitchens is possible, so long
as the end user is aware of what is underfoot,
and additional maintenance may be required.
We would suggest a lacquered finish in both
circumstances, providing greater protection
against water. Ultimately it comes down to the
aesthetics of the product and the end user’s
visual preference.”
TTF members’ wood science knowledge is
also valuable when it comes to defining product
range. “Knowledge of the way different wood
species react is useful when dealing with
engineered flooring. The Timbertop range that
Brooks Bros offer combines an Oak wear layer
with a sustainable Hevea (rubberwood) core.
Both Oak and Hevea have similar characteristics
when reacting to changes in the domestic
climate, and the combination therefore gives a
very stable product,”says Alan Double.
Selecting your wood flooring from a TTF
member supplier means that, whatever your
choice, you will be provided with Timber you
can Trust.

SHAPING
NEW
FUTURES
MDF and the RMI market

A

report by the House of Commons
Library in 2017 showed that home
ownership amongst those aged 34
and under had fallen by 20% since
1996. Additionally, the British Woodworking
Federation has estimated that around 4,000 new
joinery workers are needed per year, highlighting
the wood skills gap. This combination of factors
is gradually changing the RMI decorative
mouldings market, with value being placed on
speed and simplicity in fitting and use.
“In previous generations there would have
been more skilled trade specialists available
to install or repair timber mouldings,” relates
Jason Ostler, Managing Director of Arbor
Forest Products. “Joiners liked the look and
feel of real wood. That generation is now
passing and today’s general builders, who take
on everything for the householder from the
plumbing & heating to the joinery, value speed
and convenience over tradition. Hence merchant
MDF moulding sales are increasing.
“Housebuilders are beginning to differentiate
themselves through innovation with their own,
contemporary patterns in MDF mouldings, thus
there’s a greater range of styles now available
in MDF than in softwood,” Arbor’s Jason Ostler
comments. “Arbor now produces around
30,000m3 of MDF mouldings in a year, for both
housebuilders and the merchant market.”
Ease of installation and use, including, with
certain products, no need for any painting,
is driving innovation at producers such as W
Howard Mouldings, as Managing Director,
Graham Williams, recounts: “Making life
easier for householders and contractors, our
foil wrapped range is scratch resistant. Our
introduction of the KOTA range brings a

W Howard’s Veneered MDF Mouldings
completely different type of product to the
market. It’s easiest to think of it as ‘all in one’:
there’s no wrap layer, no adhesive – the product
is manufactured ready-moulded and coated. It
is polymer encapsulated MDF and has improved
impact resistance and a high gloss finish to
match the trend for high gloss kitchens and
surfaces. It’s already selling well in the retail
sector in national outlets so there’s a market
there for merchants to exploit, too.”
Different MDF mouldings address various
areas of the market, yet throughout the sector
there’s plenty of innovation afoot, Graham
Williams maintains: “In our core white primed
range we can machine any necessary keeps and
locks, and even produce colours to any RAL
number. We’re seeing a lot more Anthracite
Grey being ordered. The human eye can
apparently pick out Anthracite Grey in fire
situations so it’s being considered as an aid to
fire evacuation,” Graham Williams says.
MDF mouldings are also responding to interior
and flooring trends with real wood veneers,
adds W Howard’s Graham Williams: “We
chose American White Oak and American Black
Walnut finish for our veneered MDF as these
two species – particularly the White Oak – are
popular in the interiors world. People like to
look of the real wood veneer combined with
the convenience of no knots, shakes, twist or
warping. Surprisingly our Black Ash product sells
well for contemporary picture framing.”
With the swing to MDF mouldings in the
RMI market now well underway, how best can
merchants present them to customers?
“Take the opportunity to review the space
you devote to MDF mouldings and review your
storage options,” advises Arbor’s Jason Ostler.
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“Ideally MDF mouldings should be stored
horizontally but that’s not practical for every
merchant. When Arbor Forest Products first
entered the market we committed to producing
shorter lengths in our dedicated MDF mouldings
production plant, as we realised longer lengths
were likely to slip when stored vertically in
racks.”
W Howard’s Graham Williams is in accord:
“We recommend storing MDF profiles
horizontally, and we’re finding 4.4m lengths are

what merchants prefer over 5.4m lengths. This
is due to the reduction in room sizes in most
modern homes. Supporting the merchant trade,
we supply wipe-clean posters, counter samples
and POS. We also work with key merchant
customers to product the POS material they
want, to save space and help sales,” Graham
Williams affirms.
From the general merchant’s perspective,
Gary Froggatt, Divisional Manager and Forest
Products Buyer at merchants Howarth Timber
& Building Supplies, concurrs on lengths and
market share gains: “Already 4.4m, 4.2m and
5.4m MDF moulding lengths are commonly
available from most sources. However there are
variations within market segments. New builds
take mainly MDF door casings & linings whilst
RMI social housing will purchase 99% of these
products in traditional softwood. It’s widely
recognised, though, that there is a slow but
definite movement away from Softwood moulds
to MDF.”

MOULDING SOLID
MARKETS

Metsä Wood machined mouldings

S
TRENDING IN TIMBER MOULDINGS
T
Arbor Forest’s MDF mouldings

he solid timber mouldings category is
more dynamic than you might think.
Trending for 2018 are deeper skirtings,
various hardwood species, and a move
back towards traditional profiles, according to
TTF supplier members.
“The market has been through a ‘minimalist’
phase in which traditional mouldings were at
times deemed out of date,” says Nigel McKillop,
UK Sales Director at Metsä Wood, commenting
on the softwood mouldings market. “Today,
though, traditional moulding profiles are back
in fashion, being seen in room sets in consumer
home decoration magazines.”
Keeley Jolly, National Sales Manager at the
Archwood Group, which comprises Richard
Burbidge, Masons Timber Products and Atkinson
& Kirby, agrees: “Trends we’re witnessing
include deeper skirtings and a comeback for
dado rails, perhaps spurred on by interior design
programmes on television. Interior wall claddings

Timbmet Red Grandis
Mouldings
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have been featuring in the backdrops of paint
catalogues recently. As a result we are seeing an
increase in interest.”
“Softwood mouldings are still very much part
of the sales mix for merchants, and chippies
certainly still prefer solid wood,” concludes
Adam Pulfer, Marketing Director at Hoppings
Softwood Products.
What are the popular choices in hardwoods?
“In red hardwoods, the key species are Red
Grandis and Meranti. Both are easy to machine
and can be stained or painted by the end user,”
Sean O’Sullivan, Trading Director at Timbmet
reveals. “Meranti is a good all-purpose red
hardwood, though Red Grandis is smoothergrained. Both tend to be used in refurbishment
projects, particularly in older houses, of which
there are a great many in this country. For
higher-end joinery work we offer White Oak
mouldings, to complement Oak flooring, doors
and stairs. There is a growing demand for Oak
in high-end joinery in the UK.” Timbmet keeps a
range of hardwood mouldings ex-stock primarily
for supplying timber & builders’ merchants.

olid timber mouldings are a staple
of the merchant trade, yet sales staff
sometimes leave timber mouldings to
‘sell themselves’. We ask some of the
country’s top producers, all TTF members, for
their best sales tips.
Keeley Jolly, National Sales Manager at the
Archwood Group says “Mouldings can be
fast-selling lines so we’re proactive in giving
merchants the information their customers need
to choose the right product.”
Jolly continues. “Richard Burbidge and
Masons are running a campaign to demonstrate
the different uses of mouldings called ‘Find the
finishing touch’. It’s supported by POS including
an augmented poster, detailing the profiles and
uses for each different type of moulding.”
Nigel McKillop, UK Sales Director at Metsä
Wood agrees: “Helping the customer to
understand how to use and fix the mouldings is
worthwhile.”
In addition to knowledge and enthusiasm
for the product range, making the best use of
space is essential to maximising sales potential
for the merchant, says Adam Pulfer, Marketing
Director at Hoppings Softwood Products: “Space
and staff time are usually at a premium in most
merchants’ premises. Containing decorative
mouldings in a carousel for self-selection relieves
pressure at the trade counter, and saves on
racking space.”
“Mouldings that are dusty don’t sell,” adds
Archwood’s Keeley Jolly. “We offer display units
from large Richard Burbidge 2.4m deep cabinets
holding 78 lines to small Masons carousel or wall
units packed with essential fast sellers.”
Whichever palette of mouldings your market
demands, using a TTF member as your supplier
will ensure you are selling timber mouldings you
can trust.

GARDEN TIMBER

BROADENING
SALES WITH
SPECIALIST
DECKING

The decking market continues to grow. Merchants
who can broaden their horizons with specialist products stand to increase their
reputation for customer service and extend their opportunities for sales.

H

ardwood decking is now an
established part of the merchant
market, with TTF members leading
the way in responsible sourcing
through the Federation’s Responsible Purchasing
Policy (RPP), to which all members must adhere.
“Hardwood decking should give merchants an
opportunity to secure higher margins,” says
Rachel Miller, Regional Sales Manager at Snows
Timber, which offers hardwood and modified
timber decking alongside traditional softwood.
Species used for hardwood decking range
from Oak to certified and responsibly-sourced
tropical hardwoods. Most are chosen jointly for
their colouring and natural durability without
treatment, as Dave West, Joint Managing
Director at W L West & Sons relates: “We
machine Oak decking to order with ribbed
or smooth surfaces as the customer desires.
Oak is a durable species and needs no further
treatment. From further afield, Yellow Balau
decking, brought into the market some years
ago, is still in demand.”
Timber Products Trading Director at Timbmet,
Sean O’Sullivan, agrees: “Yellow Balau is
still a popular choice for hardwood decking,
though the hardwood decking market itself has
contracted a little in the face of competition from
wood composite products. We offer Balau in a
reversible smooth/grooved combination. More
people are asking for smooth-sided decking as
it’s less slippery and easier to maintain.”
The level of interest in Balau decking ihas led
suppliers to investigate other species, as Simon
Greig, Director & General Manager at Brooks
Bros’ Danbury depot, observes: “FSC®-certified
Yellow Balau is now in ever-shorter supply so we
advise looking at alternatives.

BROADENING
SALES WITH
SPECIALIST
DECKING

Brooks Brothers’ Cumaru and, top, its Kebony
decking used at a beach house in Camber.

“Hardwood decking species like
Massaranduba, popular 4-5 years ago, are being
replaced with FSC®-certified Cumaru, currently
growing in popularity for commercial projects.
It’s definitely one to watch for the future as
it’s a naturally durable species. It’s somewhere
between Yellow Balau and Ipe in colouring. We
supplied FSC®-certified Cumaru decking for
South Park Plaza at the London 2012 Olympic
Stadium, where they also used it for durable
seating,” he adds.
The specialist wood science knowledge of TTF
members adds further to the list of hardwoods
available for decking installations. East Brothers
produce decking from responsibly-sourced,
FSC®-certified Opepe, made from the remains
of logs which they process for construction,
marine work and bridge sections. Director Roger
East comments: “Opepe is a very hard, dense
and durable timber with tones ranging from
pinkish-red to yellow-brown. We reduce waste
and maximise the use of each log by creating
decking using sections left over from heavy
construction projects. The wood can give a
lustrous finish so is suitable for high-end decking

installations where aesthetics really matter. We
machine decking orders as we receive them so
it’s more of a speciality product than one we can
offer every day from stock.”
Modified wood decking offers merchants a
different route to extend sales opportunities,
says Metsä Wood’s UK Sales Director Nigel
McKillop: “ThermoWood heat-modified timber
decking has gone down well with the domestic
residential market. The modification extends the
life expectancy of the decking without the need
for chemical treatments. It’s an alternative for
those who don’t want to use hardwood decking.
It also offers an extension of the aesthetic for
home-owners using ThermoWood or darkcoloured timber cladding”
Brooks Bros’ Simon Greig agrees that modified
wood products have definite appeal: “Modified
woods are becoming more widely used in
decking. Brooks Bros are the sole UK distributor
for Kebony. It is produced from fast-growing
sustainable FSC®-certified softwoods which
are chemically modified, using a natural biobased liquid and heat. The result is a natural
wood product with the performance of the best
tropical hardwoods, and the aesthetics to match.
Kebony comes with a 30-year warranty against
rot and can be machined by Brooks Bros to the
customer’s choice of profile.”
Whether it’s hardwood or modified wood,
the sourcing of specialist timber decking is
key, as Brooks Bros’ Simon Greig concludes:
“Responsible sourcing, especially for hardwood
decking, has to be top of everyone’s list. Like
our fellow Timber Trade Federation Responsible
Purchasers, we undertake rigorous due diligence
when sourcing. We’re proactive in supplying
customers with Timber you can Trust.”
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EVERYTHING IN
THE GARDEN IS –
PROFITABLE?
Twenty-one years after decking sales took off, thanks to
the BBC’s ‘Ground Force’ programme, the category has
been joined by an array of other garden products with
profit potential for merchants. What are the likely best sellers for summer 2018,
and what advice can merchants profitably give to their customers?

G

avin Knowles, Marketing Manager at
Howarth Timber & Building Supplies,
relates what they are promoting
across their multiple-branch network:
“Garden sleepers are definitely part of the trend
to extend the living and entertaining space
outdoors for homeowners. Oak sleepers are in
fashion, matching the versatility of oak flooring
and doors, as well as providing continuity
between outdoor and indoor spaces. The price
differential between oak and pine sleepers is,
these days, a minimal concern and people are
trading up to get the oak look they desire.
“With many more people working from home,
timber offices and even gyms are becoming
more popular outdoor garden features; gone
are the days when sheds were the only buying
option,” Gavin Knowles continues. “We have
introduced a range of ‘build your own’ garden
buildings, a low cost option for customers,
which has been well received. Additionally, with
many more people now having a log-burning
stove in the house, there’s a need for log stores.
They’re not a volume seller yet, but we do

Howarth Timber sleepers

see an opportunity in offering them.” In the
fast-paced garden market, are there ways to
maximise sales in the short British summers? “At
Howarth Timber & Building Supplies, we have a
strong customer base segment of landscapers.
We’re able to offer arbours, trellis or pergolas
on next-day delivery from our storage hub,
even if they’re not held in-branch,” Gavin
Knowles relates. “Landscapers can order from

Sell with confidence: understand Use Classes
Understanding what you’re selling is a critical factor with garden products. “Every merchant member
of staff dealing with ‘treated timber’, for garden or other purposes, should be made aware that timber
treatments fall into different Use Classes,” says David Hopkins, managing director of the Timber Trade
Federation.
“Any wood product that will come into permanent or regular contact with the ground must be treated
to Use Class 4 – ground contact. The colouring of the treatment, for example ‘green’ or ‘brown’, is not
what matters. Ask your supplier for proof that the material has received Use Class 4 treatment, and make
sure your staff know that cut ends, for example when decking is cut to size, must be re-sealed using an
end-grain sealant, to maintain the integrity of the treatment in the long-term. This will help to avoid
customer complaints and promotes your reputation as a knowledgeable firm to deal with.”
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Howarth Timber self
build Summerhouse

the brochure or online. In fencing we’re seeing
an interesting twist: wood composite fencing
is now entering the market, possibly to match
wood composite decking. For the householder
it’s all about ease of living. If they can devote
more time to enjoyment rather than maintaining
fences, they will take the opportunity.”
Fencing was one of the markets whose
tight supply situation was highlighted at the
Timber Trade Federation’s National Softwood
Conference in March. Lee Johnson, Director
at bulk importers Evans Bellhouse, echoes the
views of many in the field: “The British mills
have not been getting the type of logs in that
they need for production. Lead times on fencing
are becoming extended, and we haven’t so far
had a major storm or weather incident, which
usually drives up demand. Merchants would be
advised to move early to secure both fencing
and sleeper supplies.
“British-grown sawn material is already in
short supply for garden sleepers,” Lee Johnson
adds. “Having worked with Latvian mills over

GARDEN TIMBER FOCUS

BEST FOOT FORWARD
WITH ANTI-SLIP DECKING
Balcas Permapost® and right, Metsä Wood
walksure decking

the past 20 years, developing close working
relationships, we’re now looking to Latvia for
satisfying our customers’ sleeper requirements
this year. Latvian sleepers look slightly more
‘rustic’ but in some cases that could be a
marketing advantage. Turn-around on Latvian
orders is a lot quicker than the lead times we’re
being quoted by British mills at the moment.”
With fence posts, another solid sales category
for merchants, the key to repeat business is
selling an effective product, treated to be reliable
in use, as Martin Batts, Timber Sales Director at
home-grown timber producers Balcas, explains:
“Ensuring timber used for fence posts is treated
to the correct standard is essential for any timber
and builders merchant. You should be looking
for products that are treated to BS8417 Use Class
4 – ground contact. At Balcas, we first developed
timber incising technology in the early 1970s.
Incising allows greater penetration of treatment
preservative and is the basis for producing our
range of square and round Permapost®UC4i
Incised Posts.
“We first select and then incise our home
grown spruce. Incisions are cut into the timber
by multiple fine saw cuts at varying angles to an
area well above and well below where the post
comes into ground contact (the vulnerable area
for a post),” Martin Batts says. “The posts are
then carefully kiln dried to around 28% moisture
content. If it’s dried too quickly, or to a moisture
content that’s too low, then the spruce timber
cells will not take up the maximum amount of
preservative solution. It is this combination of
incising, kilning and applying a strengthened
preservative over a longer pressure period, which
helps us to produce a post with a 15 year desired
service life. To finish off each Balcas incised UC4i
Permapost® we add the year of manufacture
and offer a 15-year warranty.”.

The Office for National Statistics estimated in 2016 that,
in England alone, the number of over-65s - the fastestgrowing section of the population - would increase
by over 20% in the next decade, and by over 60% in
the next 25 years. Combine this with the extension of
outside space for many pubs, clubs and public spaces
and merchants have a big potential market when it
comes to anti-slip, or ‘enhanced grip’, decking.

“W

ith the increasing
number of elderly
people’s homes and
day centres, and the
commercial potential for serving the pub and
restaurant trade, anti-slip decking is worth a try
for merchants wishing to expand their offering.
“The market is definitely growing,” says
Adam Pulfer, Marketing Director at Hoppings
Softwood Products. “Hoppings offer our
Q-Grip slip-resistant decking in two pre-stained
colour options to match fashion trends.”
Many TTF members offer different types of
anti-slip decking products, from those with
aggregate inserts or strips, to concepts taking
a completely opposite approach to reducing
slips, trips and falls. How best can merchants
present the options to customers? Nigel
McKillop, UK Sales Director at Metsä Wood,
has one solution: “With products like Metsä
Wood’s WalkSure and Grassedeck, we have
found that our customers like the small handsamples, similar to the ‘swatches’ used in the
past, so that they understand the concept and

Hoppings’ Q-GRIP

the quality of the product better.
“Grassedeck was developed by Metsä Wood
in conjunction with its original designer. It
looks good in city gardens, bringing life and
a vibrancy to certain areas. It’s good for areas
that children walk over or play on. It’s also
finding a market being used around pools and
hot tubs. Slip-resist decking, like our WalkSure,
is a high demand area. WalkSure is made
with a rubber compound insert which bonds
strongly with the timber. It’s softer to walk
over, giving a cushioned feel and reduces noise
by deadening sound. With the expansion of
care homes and urban living, WalkSure could
open new markets for merchants,” Nigel
McKillop relates.
The Timber Decking & Cladding Association
has developed a quality mark to demonstrate
responsibility in product testing, which
echoes the central tenets of the Timber Trade
Federation’s ‘Timber you can Trust’ campaign.
Head of Operations at the TDCA, Janet
Sycamore, outlines the scheme: “DeckMark®
Plus is a quality and performance rating
scheme for these type of boards. It identifies
enhanced grip boards that have been
independently tested for slip resistance to UK
Slip Resistance Group guidelines and British
Standard BS 7976-3:2002+A1: 2013.” So
put your best foot forward and expand your
offering to include slip-resistant decking from a
TTF-member supplier
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ALTERNATIVE THINKING

A HEALTHY DOSE –
OF WOOD?

W

ood for Good has attended
both of the two annual
Healthy Buildings conferences
run by the Association for
Sustainable Building Products. Campaign
director Christiane Lellig says it’s an important
emerging field but the science is, as yet, still
nascent: “It’s important to make sure wood’s
potential contribution to the healthy buildings
agenda is right at the forefront, as this is
where our products are having a significant
impact on people’s lives and on the planet. We
must assure it continues to be a positive one.
“Measurement techniques and instrumentation
for gathering both broad and detailed data
are partly still under development and in
discussion, but one thing is certain: wood can
make a positive contribution,” Christiane Lellig
continues. “Wood’s hygroscopic properties

Picture credit: STEICO

help with regulating humidity levels and air
quality in the building, and its biophilic effects,
creating a calming natural environment, are
already recognised by scientists and interior
designers. Wood for Good is fully engaged
with the healthy buildings agenda and will be
issuing information throughout the year, so
keep up-to-date via our website, or sign up for
our newsletter.” The Wood for Good website
can be found at www.woodforgood.com. In
terms of products for healthy building interiors,
some architects prefer to set out detailed
timber specifications, others seek advice from
TTF members with specialist wood science
knowledge. “Specifying the right timber for the
right purpose is the basis of sustainable design,”
comments David Hopkins, the TTF’s managing
director. “TTF members also undertake robust
due diligence under our Responsible Purchasing
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Arnold Laver Organoid panels

As architects broaden their interest in sustainable
design, understanding of what constitutes a ‘healthy
building’ is also expanding. With asthma and allergies
more prevalent than ever, merchants and builders
may benefit from increasing their knowledge of this
emerging field, researching products which might help
to open up new markets.
Policy, ensuring that whichever species is
specified, it comes from a legal and sustainable
source.”
Some advocates of healthy buildings are
concerned about the binders and resins used
in certain types of manufactured timber
products. Responding to such concerns, the
Arnold Laver Group, continuing its tradition
of seeking out-of-the-ordinary products to
bring to market, are offering a range of panel
products combining the visual and olfactory
appeal of flowers, fruits and spices using natural
binders. Panel Products Category Manager
and Birmingham Depot Director, Terry Palmer,
explains: “Organoid panels were at the start of
their development six years ago when Arnold
Laver became involved. We could see their
potential to chime with the healthy buildings
agenda, and to offer designers and architects
something completely unique. No two panels
are alike. For high-end refurbishments and newbuilds, these panels not only look good, they
smell good! The backing and binders involved
have been ecologically designed, with no use
of biocides, plasticizers or solvents. The plant
material content is grown organically in the
Swiss Alps. The panels can be produced with
either thermal insulating or acoustic properties,
adding an extra layer of functionality to their
sensory appeal.” Another advanced product for
improving interior environments is wood fibre
insulation. TTF member Steico UK specialises
in such products, suitable for both healthy
buildings and Passivhaus design. Steico have
themselves obtained Passivhaus certification.
National Sales Manager for Housebuilding,
Craig Colligan, explains the benefits: “Wood
fibre insulation is breathable, allowing the
moisture in the building to pass through the

fabric without the need for vapour barriers. It
regulates the indoor climate more effectively,
keeping the building warm in winter and cool
in summer. When correctly specified, it can
do anything that glass wool or PIR insulation
can do, and has a service life of 50+ years. It’s
made from sustainable wood fibre – we have
both FSC® and PEC™ certification.” Craig
Colligan continues: “Different types of Steico
wood fibre insulation are suitable for different
applications. We have products that can be used
between internal studding, for sarking, or be
used externally behind, say, timber cladding to
improve insulation. For older properties, perhaps
more difficult to insulate, you can also use
Steico insulation on the internal walls of rooms.
In Europe it’s stocked in certain DIY chains, and
is known and used by jobbing builders. It was
initially a niche product, but is becoming more
mainstream as the Passivhaus concept takes
hold in architecture and design.”
Wood has long been associated with creating
a positive sense of wellbeing in homes, schools,
offices and hospitals. Technically advanced
products are now making even more of a
contribution to healthy buildings, proving that
timber really is a material you can trust.
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